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Introduction
LiDAR has seen the functional
range of its uses expand as the
technology becomes more compact
and accessible. Units are now
small enough that they can be
utilized without the need for a large
support infrastructure or
deployment platform. Individual
users can now conduct scanning
operations with portable selfcontained sensor rigs.

Fig. 1.1) Single frame point cloud of building exterior.

Fig. 1.2) Single frame point cloud of interior hallway.

Uses

This has opened up new areas that
LiDAR can be practically applied.
Our intent is to use such a unit to
take exterior and interior scans of a
building. The mapped data from the
scans will then be merged and
used to create 3D models of the
building.

The speed with which the
scans can be taken using
portable LiDAR rigs could
allow for them to be redone on
a continuing basis. This would
make updating the building
models something that could
be done on a regular cycle.
Fig. 2.1) Exterior point cloud segments.
Processed by Real Earth, Inc.

Fig. 2.1) Interior point cloud segments.
Processed by Real Earth, Inc.

Materials and Methods
• All original point clouds segments
were collected from site scans
using a Velodyne HDL-32E Lidar
sensor with integrated Garmin
GPS 18x LVC receiver mounted
on a backpack frame rig. VeloView
3.1.1 was used for frame to frame
point cloud recording for each
scan segment. (Fig. 1.1, 1.2)
• Individual segment point clouds
were sent to Real Earth, Inc. for
frame to frame compositing and
segment point cloud generation.
(Fig. 2.1, 2.2)
• The individually composited
segment point clouds were then
registered onto a common
framework and used to create the
merged interior and exterior 3D
models. This was accomplished
using Cloud Compare v2.6.1. (Fig
3.1, 3.2)

Fig 3.1) Single axis hinged view of merged model.

Fig 3.2) Dual axis hinged view of merged model.

Having the merged 3D models
readily available could be of
great benefit when utilized for
emergency response
situations. They would allow
first responders the ability to
become familiar with the
structure’s layout including
points of contact or concern in
ways previously unavailable.
The models can be used to
generate hardcopy 2D maps.
They can be integrated with
smart devices for full
manipulability (Fig 4). Future
development may allow for the
models to be augmented
reality overlays in heads up
displays (Fig 5).
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Fig 4) Interior slice view.
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Fig. 1.3) Single frame point cloud of building entry and stairway.

Fig 5) Interior Point of View perspective.
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